Carl M. Wolff's full profile on US Identify to connect online or by mailing a letter, making a phone call, sending an email, and more. US Identify profiles enable you to reconnect with people from your past, find long lost family, or learn about people in your life now. View Carl Wolff's Full Profile. Carl Wolff's Profile. Other Names (AKAs) Karl Michael Cwolff • Karl Michael Wolff • Karl M Wolff • Karl Wolff • Carl Wolf. Recent State. Carl Wolff Has Lived In These Places. Corpus Christi, TX. Corp Christi, TX. Carl Wolff's Friends & Relatives. Dorothy C Wolff. Karl D Wolff Complementary Content. Simple search. Type your query in the search field in the upper right corner on all pages of the WEB-site and click "Search" button or «Enter» key on the keyboard. For more accurate search results, you can use the following characters: * Place a wildcard character (*) anywhere in, before, or after a term or a field to indicate that the document can contain any word that matches any of the possible combinations. A term with a wildcard character is interpreted as equivalent to an OR of all its applicable expansions. WOLFF-Carl T., M.D. Passed away with valor in the face of colon cancer on October 14 at the age of 71. Beloved husband of Carolyn Chaliff. Devoted father of Leslie Culhane, Andrew E. Wolff and Jonathan M. Wolff. Admired father-in-law of Myles Culhane. Proud grandfather of Jackson Culhane. Cherished uncle of Ilana and Jeffrey Previdi. Treasured friend and trusted advisor to many. A man of great accomplishment, Carl, above all, loved and protected his family. He brought a passionate enthusiasm to an array of interests: the arts, the wilderness, the cello, golf, gardening, travel, Proust, Wagner,